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Collaboration with e-book publishers

End users

Libraries

Publisher and copyright holders

- JPO (Japan Patent Office)
- Pubridge*
- E-book portal
- E-book database
- E-book publishers
- Copyright holders

National Diet Library

- NDL Search (e-book search and navigation)
- NDL digital archives (e-book long term preservation)
- Organization (giving metadata and permanent identifier)
- e-legal deposit (institutionalized acquisition)
- Digitization (preserving the originals)

- Cooperating to develop business platform for e-books
- Utilizing digitized contents of the NDL
- Standardizing e-book environment in public libraries
- Joint development and management of copyright control database
- Standardizing specs of e-books (format, metadata, etc.)

*Pubridge: a Japanese private company, invested by major publishers in Japan, aspiring to enlarge e-books market
Developing business platform for e-books

1. National digital archive: to pass on the cultural heritage to future
2. Integrated access to information and resources
3. Utilizing digitized contents of the NDL
4. Standardizing e-book environment in public libraries
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(1) National digital archive: to pass on the cultural heritage to future
(2) Integrated access to information and resources
(3) Utilizing digitized contents of the NDL
(4) Standardizing e-book environment in public libraries
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Used during system failures of the online bookstore
Joint development and management of copyright control database

Central control of copyright

- Control of intellectual property
  - Authors info.
  - Publishers info.
  - Copyright info.
  - Alternative dispute resolution (ADR)

Copyright control information

- Author name
- Authority
- Copyright info.

Control of intellectual property

- Authors info.
- Publishers info.
- Copyright info.
- Alternative dispute resolution (ADR)

Collaboration

Promoting the efficiency of copyright research
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Test demonstration at Agency of Cultural Affairs

Collaboration

Controlled by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
- Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications
- Agency of Cultural Affairs